SECRET

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE CORPS
MILAN DETACHMENT, ZONE 3
APO 512, U.S. ARMY

Ref.No. 524. 28 January 1947

SUBJECT: OZNA Personalities in Milan, Italy.

TO: GIC, Zone 1.

1. Reference your ib-2008, 1 January 47, Subject above, the names of the enclosed OZNA agents operating in Milan (excepting CURS and PSROS) are well known to this office. All are suspected OZNA agents and are listed as such in the files of this office.

2. SIMURINA, Vjekoslav, was arrested by C.S., Milan, over 4 months ago and is believed to be in a Rome prison.

3. This officer believes that the list originated in the Milan C.S. office. Its similarity to the CS list (even to the misspelling of 2 and 6, actually HROZNICEK and MIMICA) is remarkable.

Nicholas A. NATSIOS,
Special Agent, GIC.

APPROVED:

M.A. TONINI,
Major, MI,
Supervising Agent
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